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ABSTRACT 

Mobility data sources feed larger and larger trajectory databases 
nowadays. Due to the need of extracting useful knowledge 
patterns that improve services based on users’ and customers’ 
behavior, querying and mining such databases has gained 
significant attention in recent years. However, publishing mobility 
data may lead to severe privacy violations. In this paper, we 
present Private-HERMES, an integrated platform for applying 
data mining and privacy-preserving querying over mobility data. 
The presented platform provides a two-dimension benchmark 
framework that includes: (i) a query engine that provides privacy-
aware data management functionality of the in-house data via a 
set of auditing mechanisms that protect the sensitive information 
against several types of attacks, and (ii) a progressive analysis 
framework, which, apart from anonymization methods for data 
publishing, includes various well-known mobility data mining 
techniques to evaluate the effect of anonymization in the querying 
and mining results. The demonstration of Private-HERMES via a 
real-world case study, illustrates the flexibility and usefulness of 
the platform for supporting privacy-aware data analysis, as well as 
for providing an extensible blueprint benchmark architecture for 
privacy-preservation related methods in mobility data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the explosion of mobile devices and positioning 
technologies, moving object data are collected in a massive scale 
and are becoming increasingly rich, complex and ubiquitous, thus 

making data analysis a major challenge. The popularity of Moving 
Object Databases (MOD) nowadays, poses great research 
opportunities to the data management and mining research 
community [4], whose primary objective is to efficiently analyze 
mobility datasets in order to reveal interesting and useful patterns. 
However, the collection and the disclosure of personal mobility 
information increase the risk of individuals’ privacy violations. 

Although a variety of anonymization algorithms that enable the 
privacy-aware publishing of personal mobility data have been 
recently proposed in the literature (e.g. [1] [2]), no systemic 
approach has been taken so far to integrate these algorithms under 
a common, benchmark-oriented framework. Moreover, until 
recently, there was no extensible privacy–aware query engine 
proposed in the research literature that would be able to act as the 
counterpart of the anonymous data publishing approach, allowing 
the maintenance of the mobility data in-house and their privacy-
protection through carefully designed auditing mechanisms. 
Along this direction, this paper demonstrates Private-HERMES, a 
benchmark framework that gives end-users the ability to:  

(i) pose regular queries (e.g. range, nearest-neighbor) on a state-
of-the-art MOD engine, HERMES [14], and respective privacy-
enhanced queries on its recently proposed privacy-aware 
extension, HERMES++ [15], which protects sensitive information 
from several types of attacks; the returned answers preserve the 
privacy of the individuals whose movement is recorded in the 
dataset, through the generation of some well-crafted, realistic fake 
trajectories;  

(ii) apply popular mobility anonymization algorithms on the 
original data ([1] [2]), moreover, being able to compare and 
evaluate the results between the original and the privacy-protected 
data through a variety of querying and data mining techniques; 

(iii) design and execute benchmarks to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the anonymization and auditing mechanisms, using different 
workloads of queries; such benchmarks can be used to measure 
the utility of the anonymized data either by applying data mining 
techniques and comparing the patterns extracted from original and 
anonymized (or the fake) data or by posing queries to original and 
anonymized (or fake) data (or patterns);  
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(iv) interactively and progressively repeat the previous three 
analysis operations in subsets of mobility data, which are either 
the results of MOD queries or the mapping of discovered mobility 
mining models (e.g. a cluster or a set of frequent sequential 
patterns) to data;  

(v) automatically build the profile of the end-user based on his or 
her queries to the database, allowing the data administrator to 
identify suspicious user behavior [5].  

The Private-HERMES platform adopts the above ideas, proposes 
solutions, and demonstrates their implementation. To our 
knowledge this is the first benchmark framework that includes a 
complete set of state-of-the-art mobility anonymization algorithms 
and mobility data mining techniques, which have been integrated 
with both a query engine and a privacy-aware query engine. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a 
brief description of the techniques that have been integrated into 
the benchmark platform. In Section 3, we illustrate the 
architecture of the proposed framework. Section 4 describes demo 
specifications through different application scenarios. 

2. A PRIVACY BENCHMARK FOR MOD 
The first dimension of an envisioned benchmark w.r.t. privacy 
issues involves in-house stored data and privacy–aware query 
answering. Private-HERMES incorporates HERMES [14], a 
query engine based on a powerful query language for trajectory 
databases, which enables the support of aggregative queries. 
HERMES supports a variety of well-known queries such as range, 
nearest neighbor, topological, directional queries, etc. On top of 
this functionality, we recently introduced HERMES++ [15], a 
privacy-preserving trajectory query engine that allows subscribed 
users to gain restricted access to the trajectory database to 
accomplish various analysis tasks. HERMES++ audits queries for 
trajectory data to block potential attacks to user privacy, supports 
the most popular spatiotemporal queries (range, distance, k-NN) 
and preserves user privacy by generating carefully crafted, 
realistic fake trajectories. 

In particular for attack handling, which is the main objective for 
such a system, HERMES++ protects user privacy by blocking 
three types of attacks that malevolent users may try to pursue in 
the database: user identification attack (one may associate an 
individual to his or her trajectory by submitting ad hoc queries 
involving overlapping spatio-temporal regions), sensitive location 

tracking attack (one may reveal a user’s identity by identifying 
points of interest, i.e. starting or ending points of user trajectories, 
the address of a house or a betting office, and then map-matching 
them with users’ sensitive location information; such locations are 
called sensitive for a specific user, as they should not be disclosed 
to the attackers), and sequential tracking attack (one may disclose 
a user’s habits, which is privacy violation, by “following” the 
trajectory of a user in the system, i.e. by posing a set of focused 
queries on regions that are spatially and temporally close to each 
other, thus learning sensitive places that the user has visited).  

The second dimension w.r.t. privacy that is supported by our 
benchmark involves privacy-preserving MOD publishing. The 
objective of mobility data anonymization is to sanitize a dataset so 
that a malevolent user can no longer match the recorded 
movement of an object to a specific individual. The algorithms 
that have been integrated in Private-HERMES to help anonymize 
trajectories are NWA [1] and W4M [2]. NWA introduces the 
concept of (k,δ)-anonymity, where δ represents the location 
impression. The method is based on trajectory clustering and 

spatial translation in order to make a trajectory lie within the 
anonymity cylinder that contains at least K-1 other trajectories. In 
order to achieve space-time translation, the authors proposed 
W4M [2], which uses a different distance measure that allows 
time-warping. Both algorithms take as input a set of trajectories 
and publish atomic anonymized trajectories suitable for trajectory 
data mining applications. The objective of Private-HERMES is to 
support the evaluation of such anonymization techniques and to 
study their effect in the utility of the sanitized data, when 
compared with queries into the original MOD. Private-HERMES 
further supports the comparison of the query results posed also on 
fake trajectories produced by the auditing mechanism, as 
discussed earlier [15]. 

Private-HERMES also gives the ability to users to evaluate the 
utility either of the fake or the sanitized trajectories via a variety 
of well-known mobility data mining algorithms, i.e. various types 
of clustering, frequent sequential patterns, etc. The idea is that by 
adding fake trajectories (that affect the cardinality of the MOD), 
as well as perturbating original ones (that affects the shape of the 
MOD) should not destroy the patterns hidden in the original 
MOD. Such an evaluation can be done by using clustering and 
frequent pattern mining techniques, appropriate for mobility data.  
Towards this goal, Private-HERMES incorporates three state-of-
the-art trajectory clustering algorithms, namely TRACLUS [7], T-
Optics [8] and CenTR-I-FCM [16]. K-medoids [6] and Bisecting 
K-medoids [19] are also included as representative examples of 
traditional clustering techniques that can applied in MOD with the 
special feature that the user can choose different distance 
functions between the trajectories (i.e. grouping only by their 
starting or destination point, without taking into account the whole 
route) [13]. As for frequent pattern mining, Private-HERMES 
incorporates the T-pattern mining technique [3], which models 
sequences of visited regions, frequently visited in the specified 
order with similar transition times, out of trajectory databases. 

In particular for trajectory clustering, a useful requirement is to 
extract a compact representation of the clusters found, in terms of 
“representative” or “typical” trajectories that effectively represent 
the cluster sets. To achieve this, Private-HERMES supports 
CenTra “centroid” trajectories [16] and TRACLUS “typical” 
trajectories [7]. Last but not least, the user may also work on large 
datasets by first sampling the initial MOD by appropriate methods 
that preserve the hidden patterns by simultaneously covering the 
whole space [17]. 

The above presented functionality is integrated in HERMES 
MOD engine by appropriately extending the query language with 
new constructs, in a fashion originally proposed in [12]. This 
allows users to progressively analyze the MOD and interchange 
between querying and mining operations. 

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
The main advantage of the Private-HERMES platform is that it 
offers users the ability to perform different processes on mobility 
data, as shown in Figure 1. The user interacts with a GUI with 3D 
rendering capabilities developed in Java and based on the Swing 
GUI widget toolkit [11]. The results from the operations that the 
program supports are visualized in the 3D globe provided by 
NASA World Wind [9]. To draw the charts reporting performance 
results, the JFreeChart library was used [10]. Every component 
and library used during the development process is open source. 

Through the provided GUI, the user is able to setup his/her 
benchmark or, more generally, his/her analysis scenario. Private-
HERMES retrieves the necessary data by calling the HERMES 



MOD engine. The supported mobility data mining and 
anonymization algorithms have been incorporated as modules of 
the extensible DAEDALUS’s MO-DMQL [12], while both of 
these sets of algorithms exchange data (i.e. real / fake / 
anonymized trajectories and mining models) directly with the 
database layer. 
 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

 

Zooming in at the database layer, HERMES++ exploits on the 
trajectory storage functionality and the spatiotemporal query 
processing capabilities of HERMES for providing privacy-aware 
queries to end-users. More specifically, HERMES defines a 
trajectory data type and a collection of operations as an Oracle 
data cartridge, which is further enhanced by the TB-tree access 
method [18] for efficient querying on trajectory data. HERMES++ 
directly utilizes this functionality at the ORDBMS level to store 
real and fake trajectories, as well as any historical information of 
all the users’ queries (and the corresponding responses), in order 
to avoid different types of tracking attacks (e.g., sequential 
tracking). It succeeds so by the embedded auditing module, which 
invokes the HERMES queries and the fake trajectory generator 
algorithm [15]. Since the entire framework is built at the 
ORDBMS level, end-users are also able to pose their queries 
through PL/SQL (i.e. not only via the GUI). As such, from an 
architectural point of view, HERMES++ acts as a wrapper over 
the HERMES query engine and not as a secure middleware. 
Figure 2 illustrates the HERMES++ architectural framework. 
 

 

Figure 2. The Architecture of HERMES++ [15] 

4. DEMO SPECIFICATIONS 
Throughout the demonstration, users will be able to test the 
system by using a real dataset consisting of GPS traces of cars 

moving in the city of Milan, Italy. The different functionalities 
that are currently supported by the Private-HERMES platform are: 

• Querying and mining operations on HERMES: the 
platform is capable of executing simple queries on HERMES, 
such as range and NN queries. Queries are posed via the GUI, 
which provides essential capabilities, including query predicate 
selection, parameters selection and results projection. Graphical 
map user-interaction for predicate definition is also supported. 
Moreover, there is extensive support for the most representative 
mobility data mining algorithms for clustering (T-Optics [8], 
CenTR-I-FCM [16], TRACLUS [7], K-medoids [6], Bisecting K-
medoids [19]) frequent pattern mining (T-Patterns [3]) and 
sampling purposes (T-Sampling [17]). 

• Privacy-aware queries on HERMES++: the user has the 
ability to run the aforementioned queries using HERMES++ [15]. 
HERMES++ is able to protect users whose movements are 
recorded in the database from privacy attacks, i.e. user 
identification attack, sensitive location tracking attack and 
sequential tracking attack, issued by malevolent end-users. The 
data owner requires that at least a certain number of trajectories 
are returned to the end-users in response to their queries, for all 
different types of supported queries. The result consists of a set of 
carefully crafted, realistic fake trajectories aiming to preserve the 
trend of the original user trajectories. 

• Comparison / evaluation of anonymization algorithms: 
the platform integrates two well-known anonymization 
algorithms, namely NWA [1] and W4M [2]. Both algorithms take 
as input trajectories which may have been extracted from a query 
posed to HERMES, and transform them into anonymous 
equivalents, subsequently stored in the MOD. An advantage of the 
platform is its ability to design and execute benchmarks that 
evaluate the results from the application of anonymization 
algorithms regarding the distortion over real user trajectories. The 
incorporated data mining techniques can be applied, and patterns 
steaming from original data with patterns resulting from 
anonymized data can be compared. This can be achieved by 
executing queries in the original and in the anonymized data (or 
patterns), and comparing the attained results. 

• Profiling end-user’s behavior to identify malevolent 

users: The platform supports query auditing techniques [5], which 
can be used to monitor the behavior of the end-users and build 
user profiles. These user profiles can be subsequently analyzed by 
the data owner, as explained in [5], to help him or her identify 
suspicious behavior of end-users in the system. 

In Figures 3-6 are some representative snapshots of the Private-
HERMES GUI. In Figure 3, original data have been extracted 
using a range query, while in Figure 4 the data have been 
anonymized using NWA. From these outputs, a user can compare 
the distortion that has been caused to the trajectory database after 
the application of the anonymization algorithm. In Figure 5, the 
result from the application of T-Optics [8] on the original data is 
depicted, while Figure 6 presents the result from applying T-
Optics on the anonymized data. The extracted patterns can be 
visually compared. 

A preview of Private-HERMES including more screenshots from 
the GUI, experimental results and an accompanying video is 
available at: http://infolab.cs.unipi.gr/pubs/edbt2012/  
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Figure 3. Original Data from a Range Query 

 

 
Figure 4. NWA-based Anonymized Data 

 
Figure 5. T-Optics applied on the original MOD 

 
Figure 6. T-Optics applied on the Anonymized MOD 
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